
�The warehousing landscape is undergoing continual transformation to find more productivity.   
Productivity growth is the key to increased economic growth. The push for greater productivity  
is accelerating today. Many customers are looking to redesign their current systems with their  
number one stated goal of an improved user interface, meaning buttons, not keys.   
 
Many customers have already migrated to browser interfaces, but need to use custom onscreen 
keypads more effectively to reduce errors. ScanTexas has solutions to these problems that can help 
extend the life of your current systems. A common theme is that system rewrites to get a graphical 
front end cost a lot of money, and take a lot of time. 
 
ScanTexas has solutions to help you decrease labor in your operations, and ease training  
challenges for a changing workforce that is already familiar with smartphones. Speeding up  
data entry and reducing errors are the original reasons there was the barcoding revolution.   
Read more to find out how ScanTexas can help you achieve UNTOUCHABULL RESULTS.

 
 

ScanTexas guide to increasing  
mobile productivity in  
the warehouse. 

How we use an improved user 
interface to speed up data entry 
by up to 39% and how custom 
onscreen keypads reduce  
errors by up to 60% for telnet 
and browser mobile users.  
 
What would you do with 
about an extra hour per  
worker per day? 
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Why You Need All Touch 

�I have been working with  
ScanTexas for many years.   
They have always provided  
great customer service and  
personal insight as to how  
to solve business problems.   
I would recommend giving  
them a try on your next  
purchase or issue.   
 
Brad H. 
IT Manager,  
Supply Chain Operations

BEST WAY TO INCREASE MOBILE PRODUCTIVITY TODAY
All Touch Mobility is the best way to increase mobile productivity in the warehouse with virtually  
no risk. 
 
OLD MOBILE COMPUTERS NEED REPLACED
Most warehouse customers currently need a hardware refresh due to aging equipment.  
Microsoft is ending Windows CE/WM support in 2020, and most of the mobile world has  
already converted to Android. 
 
BUTTONS, NOT KEYS
Speed up data entry by up to 39% with buttons, not keys.

REDUCE ERRORS
Reduce errors up to 60% by only showing soft keys that are relevant to that data entry field.

FAST IMPLEMENTATION
Fast implementation in weeks, not months or years. Most system rewrites have the #1 goal of  
achieving an improved, or graphical, user interface.

REDUCED COST
Reduced cost for these operational improvements. All Touch Mobility projects have cost that  
ranges from $5K to $30K, putting them significantly lower in cost than complete system rewrites.

NO RISK
No risk as with a few keystrokes you can go back to native mode in telnet or browser applications.



What is All Touch Mobility and  
how we remap telnet screens  
to appear graphical 

�ScanTexas has repeatedly met 
our needs with respect to barcode 
readers of all types. These folks 
actually care about what they  
sell and how it meets the end  
user’s requirements. They work 
hard to resolve issues; sell some 
of the best equipment in the 
 industry and will continue to  
be a welcome supplier. 
 
Stan S.
IT Manager

ADAPT MOBILE SOLUTIONS TO ANDROID
A solution that adapts current host applications to today’s  
new generation of Android mobile computers that have no  
physical keypad. 
 
MAKE TELNET SCREENS LOOK GRAPHICAL TO USERS
Turn telnet green screens into easier to read graphical screens. 
 
CREATE CUSTOM KEYPADS
Add custom keypads, per data entry field, to telnet and browser 
screens. Show the operator only the relevant key choices to the 
user on each and every data entry field.

DEVELOP ALL TOUCH SOLUTIONS ON A PC
All Touch solutions are developed on a PC in the Velocity console, 
and the template is downloaded to each mobile computer to run. 
No host changes, no risk.

 
 



MAXIMIZE DATA ENTRY SPEED AND REDUCE ERRORS
To maximize your data entry speed and to reduce errors, the 
keypad we show for each field should only have the keystrokes 
needed for that field. And we can make the most used keys 
larger so they can be found and pressed more easily.  
For example, in a numeric only quantity entry field,  
alpha keys are errors if pressed. 
 
STANDARD KEYPADS ARE NOT GOOD ENOUGH
Most Android mobile computers provide an alpha and a numeric 
keypad that you can swipe left and right for display. But is 
that really good enough for devices you will run millions of 
transactions on? Your applications should show the operator  
the exact right keypad for each data entry field.
 
TRANSPARENT KEYPADS FIT EXISTING SCREENS
Innovative transparent keypads, such as the one shown here, 
allow you to overlay a keypad on top of screen display text.  
An issue with mobile devices that have no keys is where do  
you show the keypad on the screen so it is not covering up  
text the operator might need to reference. Varying the 
transparency level of the keypad is the solution, particularly  
for web applications where we cannot change the screen look.

Custom Keypads Reduce  
Errors By Up To 60%



How All Touch Mobility  
Projects Are Done

OVER 100+ YEARS OF SUCCESSFUL BARCODE  
PROJECT DESIGN AND INSTALLATION.

 

 

TURNKEY ALL TOUCH SOLUTIONS
Typical projects take from 1 to 3 months, 
depending upon complexity and user 
timeframes. The cost of these projects 
range from about several thousand 
dollars for keypad generation for  
browser/telnet applications to  
$30K for a 300-400 screen project.  
This is far less time and money than  
a complete system rewrite would take. 
Let’s extend the life of your current 
 telnet and browser host distribution 
applications. The number #1 reason 
people are rewriting their applications  
is to get a graphical user interface.

Initial Customer Meeting And Needs Assesment

Define Application Requirements And  

Screen Capture

Generate Project Design Proposal

Project Design Work Completion

Customer Preview Of Design And Testing

Screen Design Change Iterations After  

User Testing

OnsiteSolution Installation

On Going Solution Support
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FIRST STEPS WE TAKE



Before and After Design 
Examples

JONES SYSTEM JONES SYSTEM

�These are examples of projects that ScanTexas has done.  We can make the mapped screens  
look anyway you want.  Part of the process is to test and continually improve re designed  
screens based upon operator feedback.



POWERED BY

Ivanti Speakeasy is a natural voice 
extension to the all touch solution. 
Whether you’re running terminal  
emulation or web apps, you can  
extend the productivity benefits  
of these apps with voice  
enablement— or move to Android  
and and deploy fast with the  
Wavelink Velocity framework!
 
 

Why All Touch Solutions run best 
on the Zebra TC8000

LESS WEIGHT, MORE ERGONOMIC
Up to 33% lighter than traditional models to reduce muscle fatigue  
among workers.  Sometimes less is more.  
 
PRODUCTIVITY FROM A NEW ANGLE
Designed to face the user while scanning, the larger screen eliminates  
the need to tilt and verify each scan, increasing efficiency on every scan.  
 
LOSE THE KEYS, GAIN THE SPEED
The all-touch keyboard allows users to type up to 40% faster with  
60% fewer errors compared to traditional push-button keyboards.

 
 

DEPENDABULL. 
MOBULL. 

RELIABULL. 
FLEXIBULL. 

SCALABULL. 

 

115+ years of experience to leverage for your successful project implementation.

We come to you to solve your business challenges as needed.

Superior technical support gets it done on time on budget.

Complete range of solutions from hardware to packaged or custom software solutions.

From one scanner to one million square feet, “We do it all!”

PREMIER  
BUSINESS PARTNER

MANAGE YOUR MOBILE DEVICES 

Creating a solution for your customers that includes Zebra mobile 

computers and printers is just the beginning. Helping them know critical 

information, such as location and performance, helps your customers 

protect their investments and optimize productivity. Attend this web 

seminar to learn about Zebra’s Asset Visibility Service (AVS) and 

Operational Visibility Service (OVS). Each is powered by Zebra’s  

new Asset Visibility Platform (AVP), a cloud-based service  

platform - purpose-built for the management, control,  

and visibility into business critical assets.  

I first met Mark Alyn in the early 
1990s and dealt with him on a 
regular basis. When ScanTexas 
was formed in 2000, I have been  
a regular customer of his since 
then, and always depend on him 
for my scanner and printer needs. 
 
A five star business! 
 
Steve S.
IT Manager


